Abstract-Many software developments involve collaborations of developers across the globe. This is true for both open-source and closed-source development efforts. Developers collaborate on different projects of various types. As with any other teamwork endeavors, finding compatibility among members in a development team is helpful towards the realization of the team's goal. Compatible members tend to share similar programming style and naming strategy, communicate well with one another, etc. However, finding the right person to work with is not an easy task. In this work, we extract information available from Sourceforge.Net, the largest database of open source software, and build developer collaboration network comprising of information on developers, projects, and project properties. Based on an input developer, we then recommend a list of top developers that are most compatible based on their programming language skills, past projects and project categories they have worked on before, via a random walk with restart procedure. Our quantitative and qualitative experiments show that we are able to recommend reasonable developer candidates from snapshots of Sourceforge.Net consisting of tens of thousands of developers and projects, and hundreds of project properties.
I. INTRODUCTION
More and more software projects are developed in a collaborative fashion involving developers across the globe. This is true both for industrial and open source projects. Microsoft has a development center in India, China, USA, etc. Many software sites enable developers to start, join, and participate in different projects. Eclipse, Apache Tomcat, MySQL, etc are examples of successful software projects that come from a globally distributed team. Among these sites, a superrepository Sourceforge.Net contains the largest amount of information on developers working on various projects of various types. A super-repository is an integrated archive of multiple projects and contains many information including the people contributing to various projects, some project properties such as project categories and programming languages that build that projects.
Similar to many teamwork endeavors, having a team that works closely together is essential towards the realization of the team's goal. Not everyone works well with everyone else.
Different individuals have different working styles and preferences. The danger of a dysfunctional team is arguably higher in a distributed development setting than among developers working from the same location.
In this work, we would like to help construction of workable teams especially in a distributed setting and extend the scale of collaboration among developers. To achieve this goal, we develop a new approach to recommend people from the implicit developer's social or collaboration network extracted from a database of software projects. Our tool could be used by project managers, or developers in open-source settings to know other potentially compatible developers based on past history of their interactions.
There have been several recent studies on developing a recommendation system to aid software development. Most of these studies develop a recommendation system to aid a software developer in executing a software maintenance task [34] , [23] . There is a number of recent work that utilizes developers social network to predict for failures [21] , [32] . Most related to our work is the work by Ma et al. that develops a developer recommendation system based on usage expertise [16] . While the work by Ma et al. focuses on fine-grained file-level history of how developers make changes to different source code files in a system, our work focuses on coarse-grained history on which projects and project types developers work. Different from the work by Ma et al which works on two projects, we work on a super-repository, c.f., [15] , that consists of 151,776 projects, 354 project categories, and 50 different programming languages. Another related work is by Lungu et al. and Sarma et al. which proposes approaches to manage a super-repository via visualization strategies [15] , [25] . We believe our approach is complementary to that of Lungu et al.'s and Sarma et al. ' s by providing a list of people to be recommended to a particular developer which would complement the visualization of the super-repository.
Our approach starts by extracting a graph from past history of projects and developers working on them. The graph contains three types of nodes: developers, projects, and project properties. We consider project properties as project category and programming language. An edge is introduced between a developer and a project, if the developer has worked on the project before. An edge is introduced between a project and a property if the project has a particular property (e.g., (written in) C++, Java, (about) Database, etc). With a graph representation, we could handle heterogeneity inherent in software data. We desire a metric to quantify the "social distance" from one developer to another in the developers' network, which takes into account the projects the developers worked on, the properties of the projects they are involved with before, and the transitive relationships between the developers (e.g., a collaborator of a collaborator). We find the similarity score computed by performing random walk with restart (RWR) used in search engines to be appropriate. RWR could capture multi-faceted relationship between two nodes in the graph. This score is then used to obtain a list of compatible people to be recommended to the input developer.
We perform a qualitative experiment on a network of 209,009 developers working on 151,776 projects extracted from Sourceforge.Net 1 . We recommend people for 20 different developers and show that our recommendation is reasonable. We could automatically recommend a sorted list of other developers based on the projects and properties of projects that they have worked before. Developers having more similarity to the input developer would be ranked first in the list. The process is shown to be scalable as it could be completed in a few seconds. We also perform a quantitative experiment on pairs of consecutive snapshots from SourceForge.Net. A recommendation is good if it eventually leads to a collaboration among developers. We evaluate the proportion of the new collaborations that correspond to recommendations made by our tool. The result shows that up to 83.33% accuracy could be attained.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section II, we discuss related work. We present our approach in Section III. We describe our experiment results in Section IV. We discuss some issues in Section V. We finally conclude and describe future work in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Recently there has been an active interest to mine knowledge from the mass of software data in various formats. Some studies proposed mining of knowledge from code [10] , [11] , [28] , [18] , from execution traces [30] , [26] , [7] , from software repositories like SVN or CVS [34] , [20] , etc. In many of these studies, a data mining algorithm is deployed to solve a software engineering task. In this work, we are also interested in mining knowledge from the mass of software data. In particular, we focus on developers' collaboration network with the purpose of recommending compatible developers. We make use of direct and transitive history of collaborations (based on information on past projects and project properties such as project categories and project programming languages) to recommend a personalized list of recommended developers. Random walk with restart is used to realize this goal.
There have been several recent work on developing a recommendation system to aid software development. Most of these work focus on helping developers with a software maintenance task. Gall et al. and Zimmermann et al. proposed such recommendation systems based on change sets i.e., the sets of program elements that change together [8] , [34] . Rastkar and Murphy argued that developers' interaction could complement the information from change sets [23] . In this work, we build a recommendation system not to predict future maintenance activities, rather to recommend compatible developers with similar history of past projects, or categories of projects worked before, or programming language skills.
Social network analysis has drawn much research interests in various communities [6] , [14] , [13] , [2] , [3] , [21] [27] . Our work enriches past studies that leverage developers' social network, by proposing a new approach to recommend people based on the projects and project properties they have worked before.
A recent work by Chen et al. proposed an approach to recommend friends on social networking sites [5] . Our work also has a similar flavor. However, we make use of specialized information on developers' social/collaboration networks namely projects and project properties to build a customized recommendation system for software developers working in a super-repository. The work by Chen et al. focuses on informal friendship-based social network, on the other hand, our work focuses on semi-formal working relationship among developers in a software super-repository.
There is also a recent work by Lappas et al. that develops a new algorithm to recommend a team of experts from a social network graph [12] . There are two differences between their work and ours. First, our goal is to extract a list of people relevant to a particular input developer. The work by Lappas et al. on the other hand extracts a set of people relevant to a particular task. We believe it is possible to merge the two approaches in the future. Second, different from Lappas et al.'s work, we focus on developers' social/collaboration network with information on developers, projects, and project properties such as project categories and project programming languages.
Ma et al. developed a developer recommendation system based on the set of files developers have worked on in the past [16] . We extend the work by Ma et al. by considering a higher level of abstraction namely the projects and project properties the developers have worked on. We also extend the work by Ma et al. to analyze a super-repository containing numerous projects rather than a small number of related repositories. We believe considering both lower (i.e., files) and higher (i.e., projects and project properties) levels of abstraction is an interesting future work.
Lungu et al. proposed an approach to visualize a superrepository [15] . A related visualization study is also performed by Sarma et al. [25] . Wermelinger et al. [31] proposed an application of formal concept analysis (FCA) to compute and visualize the hierarchical ordering of socio-technical relations. We believe our approach is complementary to that of Lungu et al.'s, Sarma et al.'s, and Wermelinger et al.'s. By using both visualization and our approach, users could benefit not only from the visualization to obtain a general overview of the super-repository, but also from a more specific information provided by our system, namely the list of developers that are likely to be compatible to an input developer in question.
There have also been several work on the analysis of open source developer communities [24] , [33] , [17] . Ricca et al. [24] There is a number of studies analyzing globally distributed software development activities [9] , [22] , [4] . Herbsleb et al. reported various qualitative experiences learned from nine globally-distributed software development projects within Siemens [9] . Ramasubbu and Balan investigated the cost of globally distributed software development efforts. They highlighted that the cost of dispersion has significant effect on productivity and could be mitigated by deploying structured software engineering processes [22] . Cataldo and Herbsleb reported networks formed by analyzing communications between developers in a globally distributed software project. They found that over time there exists a group of developers that become the liaisons between teams and locations [4] . In this study, we complement the above mentioned studies by proposing a developer recommendation tool that could be used to promote globally distributed software development. As a case study, we investigate an open source globally distributed software development portal namely SourceForge.Net.
III. PROPOSED APPROACH
In this section, we describe the formation of DeveloperProject-Property (DP P ) graph from a super-repository. We then describe our proposed metric to measure the compatibility between two developers. Next, we describe how this metric could be computed fast as various input developers are presented to the system.
A. Formation of DP P Graph
A super-repository usually comes with a set of tables storing information on the various projects, types, developers, etc that are part of the super-repository. Based on these tables, we extract a Developer-Project-Property (DP P ) graph as a target representation of the developers' collaboration network.
A DP P graph has a set of nodes and edges. There are three types of nodes: developer, project, and project properties. Project properties correspond to project categories and project programming languages that further describe the project. There are two types of edges: one connecting developer and project (d-p edges), another connecting project and project properties (p-prop) edges. A developer could work on multiple projects. On the other hand, a project could be associated to multiple categories. A project could also have several programming languages used to develop that project. The resultant graph hence is a tripartite graph. An example of such a graph is shown in Figure 1 .
We extract information for the construction of the DP P graph by performing SQL queries to the database containing information on the super-repository. In the case of SourceForge.Net that we study in this paper, we process the raw database described in [1] .
B. Compatibility Metric
Next we describe our proposed compatibility metric. More compatible developers should have a higher score than less compatible ones.
Developers in a super-repository worked on various projects. Two developers worked together before on various projects are likely to be more compatible than two developers that have not worked before.
As many developers have not worked with many other developers before, we also make use of project properties. We use project properties such as project categories and programming languages used in the project. Each project is associated to a list of categories. For example, in SourceForge.Net, the project Notepad++ is associated with the following project categories: Text Editors, Software Development, etc. Developers that have developed similar applications (i.e., applications of the same category but different name) is likely to be more compatible than those developing totally different types of applications. Also, developers with many mutual "colleagues" developing the same/similar projects before is likely to be more compatible than complete "strangers". The same is likely to be true for "colleagues of colleagues" albeit with a lower likelihood. Furthermore, developers also tend to seek partners that have similar programming language skills.
The above describes three qualitative criteria for a good compatibility metric. We find similarity based on random walk with restart (RWR) first proposed in [19] for search engines, to be a suitable metric realizing the above criteria. Given a graph and a node n in the graph, by performing a random walk starting with n, one will reach various other nodes. Nodes that are closer to n are more likely to be visited. Nodes that are far from n are less likely to be visited. One would assign scores to other nodes based on the likelihood the nodes are visited by the random walk with restart starting at n.
Considering a DP P and an input developer node dn in the DP P , developers that have a high score based on RWR on the DP P would have the desired characteristics of likely compatible people to be recommended. They would either have worked on some of the projects dn has worked before, and/or have worked on many similar projects of the same category, and/or share many mutual "colleagues", and/or have similar programming language skills.
C. Fast Computation of the Metric
To compute the compatibility metric, one could directly apply a straightforward implementation of random walk with restart. However, the process would not scale for large graphs: it either requires quadratic space, cubic pre-computa-tion time, or slow response time for a given input developer node in the DP P graph. In order to speed up the process, we employ the approach proposed in [29] , namely B LIN. The approach is briefly described below.
Let W be the normalized adjacency matrix of the graph and (1 − c) be the re-start probability of random walk with restart. If we define an n × n matrix Q = (I − cW ) −1 , where I is an identity matrix. It turns out the i th column of the matrix Q is proportional to the ranking vector of the i th query node. The ranking vector of the i th query node corresponds to the RWR score of the i th node to the other nodes. It is prohibitive to precompute and store the full Q matrix in the training stage. On the other hand, simply performing on-the-fly computation of RWR score in the query stage without any pre-computation would require a lot of matrix-vector multiplication, which leads to slow response.
B LIN carefully balances the pre-computation cost in the training stage and the on-line query cost. The key operation in the algorithm is a so-called block-linear decomposition on the normalized adjacency matrix W . That is, we will approximate W by a block-diagonal matrix W 1 plus a lowrank approximation USV :
where W 1 is a block-diagonal matrix and it corresponds to the within community (i.e., dense neighborhood of nodes and edges in a graph) links; U , S and V are three low rank matrices and they correspond to the cross-community links. Then, we have the following approximation for the Q matrix:
where Q 1 = (I − cW 1 ) −1 is easy to compute since we can do inverse for each diagonal block independently, and Λ = (S −1 − cV Q 1 U ) −1 is another small matrix inverse. In in the training stage, we pre-compute and store Q 1 , Λ, U and V , all of which are cheap to compute.
In the on-line query stage, we can get the i th column of Q matrix q i which contains the RWR scores for q i by a few matrix-vector multiplications:
where e i is an n × 1 vector with i th element to be 1 and 0s for all the others.
D. Recommending Developers
As the final step, we need to recommend developers based on the RWR compatibility metric. We first train B LIN on the DP P graph. Next we query B LIN on the input developer in question. B LIN computes scores between the input developer to other k nodes in the graph with the input developer. We only keep nodes that are developers and sort them based on the score. A list containing a maximum of top-k developers is then presented to the user as a recommendation to the input developer in question. For each of the recommended developers, we also output the common projects and types they share with the input developer.
The end-to-end pseudocode of our approach is shown in Figure 2 . The pseudocode on the left describes the training phase. At line 1, the Developer-Project-Property (DP P ) graph is constructed as described in Section III-A. This DP P is later broken down into parts via a graph partitioning algorithm as described in [29] (line 2). Various inverse matrices are pre-computed based on these partitions (line 3). These precomputed inverse matrices are used to speed up the query phase. The DP P graph and inverse matrices are then output The pseudocode on the right describes the query phase where given an input developer devQ, a list of top compatible developers are returned. First, at line 6, the RWR scores between devQ to the nodes in the DP P graph are computed. The pre-computed inverse matrices P RECOMP UT E makes this process faster. Based on these RWR scores, at line 7, we sort the result in descending order and extract the top-k developers. Information on common projects, project categories, and project programming languages between devQ and top-k developers are computed and output at lines 8-12.
E. Overall Process
The block diagram of our approach is illustrated in Figure 3 . Our recommendation tool has two phases: training and query. We would first construct a Developer-Project-Property (DP P ) graph from a super-repository. This graph is later pre-processed to form pre-computed matrices in the training phase. The pre-computed matrices would then be used for the query phase. In the query phase, our tool accepts a set of user inputs including the developer desiring recommendation. Our query processor would then produce a list of recommendations and present the top-k most recommended developers. Figure 2 (left) describes the pseudo-code for the pre-processor. Figure 2 (right) describes the pseudo-code for the query-processor.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We have conducted both qualitative and quantitative experiments to evaluate our approach. We describe the two experiments in the following sections. We also describe some threats of validity.
A. Qualitative Experiment
In this experiment, we show the result of performing various queries on SourceForge.Net dataset using our recommender tool. We first describe our experiment settings followed with our results. We then do several filtering steps based on some basic intuitions. Our tool makes recommendations based on a developer's past history. If a particular developer has only worked on one or a few projects, the accuracy of our tool could be adversely affected as we have insufficient data to make recommendations. Furthermore, for some projects, there are a lot of developers. Various developers might work on totally different parts of the project and might even be unaware of the participation of many other developers in the same project.
1) Experiment Settings
Based on the above intuitions, we only include developers who have more than p projects. Furthermore, we only include projects which have less than v developers. We refer to this process as database projection. We denote the projection of database D on developers working on at least p projects containing at most v developers as P roj p v (D). In this qualitative study, we set p = 7 and v = 3. We investigate different values of p and v in Section IV-B2. The resultant projected database, i.e., P roj 7 3 (D), contains 213 projects. These projects involve 67 developers, 136 project categories, and 27 different programming languages. We then build a DP P graph based on these 213 projects. The resultant DP P graph consists of 376 nodes and 1,076 edges.
We process our DP P graph following the procedure described in Section III and extract top-k recommended developers based on user inputs. We use Matlab to perform backend computation and build the user interface using C#.
A snapshot of the user interface is shown in Figure 4 . The tool requests three data inputs, i.e. user ID 2 of a developer requesting recommendations (input developer), information on the database snapshot of SourceForge.Net to be used, and number of recommended developers that will be returned by the tool. After a user presses the "Recommend" button, the tool will output a list of top-k developers based on user's inputs. The tool also outputs what projects, project categories and project programming languages that the recommended developers have in common with the input developer.
Our tool also has a feature to verify whether the top-k recommended developers will create a real collaboration with the query developer or not. This feature enables us to check if our approach is reasonable. We collect multiple SourceForge.Net snapshots. From these multiple snapshots, we check if the query developer really make a collaboration with each topk recommended developers in the future. The tool outputs the project ID 3 and snapshot where the advised developer really collaborates with the recommended developers. This feature is shown in Figure 6 .
2) Runtime & Results:
The following describes our findings on querying top-k different developers for recommendations. The runtime needed for the training (only run once) and producing top-k recommendations for various queries are shown below. We show the runtime for various k values, i.e. 5, 10, 15, and 20. Developer 879778 is ranked higher than the other developers as it is the only one with some common projects with the input developer. The rest of the recommended developers have common project categories and programming languages with the input developer. Figure 4 shows the result for Query 1.
Query 2.
As the second query, we input a developer with user ID 372260. We use k equals to 5 and our tool recommends developers with user ID 879778, 37687, 72656, 452543, and 34749. All recommended developers have a common project category with the query developer, i.e. Software Development. They also have a programming skill in Java which is the same with the query developer. Developer 879778 is ranked first as he has worked together with the input developer on a common project, i.e. the project with ID 194517. Figure 4 shows the result for Query 2.
B. Quantitative Results
We first describe our experiment settings and then present the result of our quantitative experiments. We also present a sensitivity analysis to evaluate the effect of varying k (i.e., the number of developers to recommend) on the quality of our recommendations.
1) Experiment Settings:
The previous section describes the results of our tool on various queries and shows that the results are reasonable. We would like to also quantitatively evaluate our tool. A recommendation is good if it eventually leads to a collaboration among developers. To evaluate how good our recommendation is we take two consecutive monthly snapshots, say D o and D n , of the SourceForge.Net dataset. We then evaluate the proportion of the new collaborations that corresponds to recommendations made by our tool. We use this as a proxy of our recommendation accuracy. In practice, if our tool is deployed, we believe the result would likely to be better as it would actively encourage new collaborations.
The following paragraphs describe how our recommender system is trained, how a new collaboration test set is formed, and how the accuracy of the recommender system is evaluated.
Training Recommender System. Similar to the qualitative analysis, we would focus on developers who worked on at least 7 projects and each project has at most 3 developers. We perform database projection on D o to result in D Set (see Section IV-A1). These are the important projects and developers in D o . We use this to train our recommender system REngine.
Building Collaboration Test Set. Next, we build a test set that represent new collaborations in D n . A collaboration is a mapping between a developer to a set of other developers he or she works with. A collaboration test set is thus a set of mappings. To extract this new collaboration test set Collab, we follow the following steps:
1 Evaluating the Accuracy of Recommender Engine. For each developer devQ in Collab (i.e., each developer in the domains of the mappings in Collab), we run REngine which returns a list of recommended developers. We say a recommendation is successful for a new project P that devQ works on if at least one person in the recommended list works with devQ in P . For each collaboration mapping in Collab, there are 2 possible cases for our recommendation: our recommendation is successful or our recommendation is not successful. We refer to these two cases as HIT and MISS. Based on these, we simply compute accuracy by the following formula:
Issue with SourceForge.Net dataset. We initially thought that the database dumps of SourceForge.Net collected by Madey [1] grow over time with new projects added to existing ones. However, we find that this is not the case. We analyze database dumps from May 2008 to May 2010. Although the database dumps grow in size, which means the number of projects is increasing from one snapshot to others, we find that not every project from one snapshot still exists in the subsequent snapshots. However we only use projects that still exist from D o and D n . The growth of database dumps could also be used as an indicator that many new projects are introduced in the snapshots, which means new collaborations are formed between developers. We show the growth of the SourceForge.Net databases from May 2008 to May 2010 in Figure 5 .
The feature Verifier Mode in our tool enables users to verify if the list of recommended developers will eventually form a real collaboration with the input developer in a future snapshot. Figure 6 shows our tool in Verifier Mode. As the input developer is a developer with user ID 37678, our tool
EƵŵďĞƌ ŽĨ WƌŽũĞĐƚ &ƌŽŵ DĂǇ ϮϬϬϴ Ͳ DĂǇ ϮϬϭϬ ^ŶĂƉƐŚŽƚƐ 2) Accuracy Results & Sensitivity Analysis: Our approach takes as input a user-defined parameter k which is the number of developers to recommend. Using the value of k equals to 20, for the May 2008 to May 2010 datasets, we could achieve an accuracy of 83.33%. To evaluate the sensitivity of our algorithm on the value of k, we vary this k and evaluate the accuracy of the recommendations. We plot the effects of varying k on accuracy in Figure 7 .
The accuracy values ranges from 78.79% to 83.33%. There is only 4.54% reduction in accuracy if we use various k values from 5 to 20. This means that our top few recommendations are successful. The average time for the training phase is 0.03 seconds and the query phase only needs less than a second to make recommendations. This shows that our approach is efficient enough to allow users to perform an interactive query We also consider different values of p and v for our database projection. The accuracy results for various settings of p and v is shown in Table I . From the results, it can be seen that for various values of p and v our tool's accuracy is reasonable. We must admit when p is very low and v is very high we notice poor accuracy. However, these are cases where our tool has insufficient data to make a reasonable recommendations.
C. Threats to Validity
Similar to other empirical studies, there are several threats to validity in interpreting the results.
Threat to construct validity corresponds to the appropriateness of our evaluation metrics. We evaluate our approach qualitatively by presenting how our tool could be used and quantitatively by comparing the number of future collaborations that match our recommendations. We believe these two evaluation approaches are reasonable. We acknowledge that the evaluation could be strengthened by a large industrial user study involving a developer collaboration network in a large software company. Our system could be deployed for a few months and successful cases of "happy" collaborations could be the evaluation metric. This is a potential future work.
Threat to internal validity corresponds to the ability of our experiments to link the independent variable (i.e., input variable to be varied during the experiment) and the dependent variable (i.e., target variable). Our qualitative evaluation is rather subjective. Experimenter bias is one threat of internal validity. However, our quantitative and sensitivity evaluations are objective. The dependent variable, namely the accuracy measure, is computed based on historical data in SourceForge.Net.
Threat to external validity corresponds to the ability to generalize our results to recommending developers in general. In this study, we experiment with developers involved in a large open-source software super-repository. The projects range from large to small, popular to unpopular, C to Java, etc. We show that our tool is able to make good recommendations when there is sufficient data. It remains unexplored how one could make reasonable recommendations when there is little data. Also, we have only analyzed open-source software development. Proprietary/closed-source software development might follow a different pattern that might impede the effectiveness of our recommendation system.
V. DISCUSSION
It might seem that our approach could be done by simply performing SQL queries. This is not the case as random walk with restart captures not only direct relationships between developers, project, and project properties such as project categories and programming languages, but also transitive relationships between them. We also have two additional benefits: (1) In the case the SQL queries return empty results, our approach still works by considering the indirect or transitive relationships; (2) In the case, the SQL queries return too many results, our approach can output the top-k since we do a ranking based on random walk with restart algorithm.
We show an example of the case mentioned above in Figure 8 . We consider developer 11970 and k set to 20. For these inputs, our tool returns a list of recommended developers including: 405291, 69820, 161, 297846, and 72656. After performing verification, our tool shows on the right pane that the input developer makes future collaborations with all these recommended developers 4 . All of these developers, i.e., developer 405291, 69820, 161, 297846, and 72656, do not have any common project, project category, and programming language skill with the input developer. However, due to transitive relationships captured by our tool that leverages random walk with restart we are able to recommend successfully.
Sometimes, one might want to look for collaborators/codevelopers that posses a particular skill. Our method could be naturally extended to support this kind of query by postfiltering the ranking result by RWR based on a given criteria. Although our current tool does not directly support such constrained query, it could be easily extended to find these developers.
The project properties in our DP P graph are project categories and project programming languages. Although in this work we only use 2 types of project properties to construct DP P graph, it is possible to extend them to include more types. In this work, we do not conduct a real-life survey with feedback from actual developers to decide properties to be used. We assume that in an open-source setting, developers decide to join in or contribute to a particular project motivated by who invites them and the project's details. Regarding the latter one, there is a tendency that project category and project programming language are considered by the developers before they join the project. 4 Developer with user ID 72656 is not shown on the screen In this work, we do not differentiate developers' relative contribution in a project. Some developers act as project leaders, others contribute most of the project, while yet others contribute little to the project. We simply take the list of contributors recorded in SourceForge.Net site. Note that we do not look into the various SVN/CVS repositories. We believe one needs to contribute substantially before he or she is listed as one of the contributor in SourceForge.Net site. Furthermore analyzing SVN/CVS for tens of thousands of projects poses a scalability issue. Another issue related to using SVN/CVS information to analyze a super-repository is the uniqueness of the committer names in SVN/CVS. A member of a super-repository could have multiple user names in various SVN/CVS repositories. Furthermore, two members in a super-repository could have the same user name in different SVN/CVS repositories. Indeed, during our preliminary study on a small set of SVN/CVS repositories of frequently downloaded projects in SourceForge.Net, we find that the identifier involved in the most projects is "root" which likely corresponds to more than one developer.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we propose a new approach to recommend people from developers' collaboration network extracted from a super-repository containing numerous developers, projects, and project properties. We represent the collaboration network of developers in the super-repository by a tripartite graph referred to as Developer-Project-Property (DP P ) graph. Based on the graph, given an input developer, we compute a measure of compatibility that would rank developers based on the number of common projects, common project properties, and their transitive relationships to the input developer. We find that the similarity measure based on random walk with restart used in search engine to be very appropriate. We build our solution on top of a fast random walk with restart solution that breaks a large graph into parts and pre-compute inverse matrices of the partial graphs. Each query could then be performed fast based on the pre-computed inverse matrices. To evaluate our proposed recommendation approach, we have performed qualitative and quantitative experiments on a dataset extracted from database dumps of Sourceforge.Net. The experiment shows that the approach could run fast and produce a reasonable list of recommendations. In our quantitative evaluation, we show that our approach could yield up to 83.33% accuracy.
In the future, we plan to extend the evaluation our approach by means of a user study. An industrial user study on a network capturing collaborations among software developers working in various projects of a large corporation would be interesting. No constraint is currently supported in this work; in the future we would like to incorporate constraints into the recommendation system. We plan to develop a query language that would further help users to specify the various constraints on their desired collaborators. Aside from recommending developers, we would also like to investigate the applicability of random walk with restart to produce different types of recommendations based on historical software engineering data.
